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AISTRACT
Undoubtedly, the use of derivatives has significantly influenced the
developmentsof financial markets in recent years. With the newly-created markets
for options and futures, representing an extension to traditional financial markets,
it is now possibleto enter into all degreesof investment risk, from an aggressive
approach to an extremely conservative one, and thus to create an almost unlimited
variety of risk/reward structures which could not be realized using traditional cash
instruments. The understanding of these new products, however, is an absolute
prercquisitc for their utilization in a responsibleway. This is true for insurance
companiesaswell.
This article attempts to explain more closely the practical applications for
derivatives in the hedging of a life insurancecompany’s bond portfolio as well as to
analyse the instruments’ various risk/reward profiles. We will thereby concentrate
only on strategies based on the utilization of financial swaps and swaptions. A
description of the basic principles and rules of the swap markets has been omitted
deliberately, taking into account the topic to be discussed.
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1. Introduction
Undoubtedly,
the use of derivatives has significantly influenced the
dcvclopmcnts of financial markets in recent years. With the newly-crcatcd
markets for options and futures, representing an extension to traditional
financial markets, it is now possible to enter into all dcgrccs of investment
risk, from an aggressive approach to an cxtremcly conservative one, and thus
to create an almost unlimited variety of risk/reward structures which could
not be realized using traditional cash instruments. The understanding of these
new products, however, is an absolute prerequisite for their utilization in a
responsible way. This is true for insurance companics as well.
This articlc attempts to explain more closely the practical applications
for derivatives in the hedging of a life insurance company’s bond portfolio as
well as to analyse the instruments’ various risk/reward prolilcs. We will
thcrcby conccntratc only on stratcgics based on the utilization of financial
swaps and swaptions. A description of the basic principles and rules of the
swap markets has been omitted dclibcrately, taking into account the topic to
be discussed.

2. Investment

Strategy and Principles of Investment
Company

Within a Lift Insurance

As a rule, the obligations of a lift insurance company towards its clients
are on a long-term basis. This results in the structure of invcstmcnts being
maintained on a long-term basis as well. Additionally, the principles of a safe,
profitable and steady investment require a special asset allocation structure.
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This is illustrated in table 1:
Average Investment Structure of Life Insurance Companies
Registered bonds, Promissory Note Claims and Loans
Fixed-income Securities
Mortgages, Annuity Claims
Equities, Investment Fund Units, Holdings
Real Estate
Other (Term Deposits, Insurance Policy Loans etc.)
(Source: Lcbcnsverband Bonn, data as at 12/93)

47.3
16.5
15.3
12.4
5.3
3.2

%
%
%
%
%
%

It can be clearly recognized that the majority of funds, with a share of
almost 80 per cent of total investments, is invested in the fixed-income sector
(in the broadest sense,i.e. including mortgage claims).
This is largely due to the factor that the regular income from such
investments can be forecast and is not subject to strong market fluctutations
as is the case for equities, for example. The table also shows clearly to which
intrinsic interest rate risk’, i.e. a reduction of interest income caused by
changes in market rates, a life-insurance company is subject to. Besides a
reduction of regular income, profits missed or not realized, referred to as
opportunity costs, would also have to be regarded as risks. In this context,
interest rate risks exist both for existing positions as well as for those planned,
which are to be entered into in the future.
In principle, interest rate risks cannot be limited to one side of the
balance sheet. In this article, however, we would like to concentrate on the
interest rate risk affecting assets (= investments) only. Despite their
significant influence for life insurance companies, reinvestment risks will not
be taken into account, either.
Generally :

The price of a fixed-income security will increase (decrease) if capital
market yields for the corresponding maturity should decrease (increase). In
’ In the following, the term ,,risk“ shall describe only the occurrence of a negative
development (rising interest rates).
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this context, such price changes will be the greater, the greater the extent of
the change in yields and the longer the remaining lifetime of such security (see
graph no. I).
Graph 1:

The graph shows the price changes of two fixed-income securities
(remaining lifetime bond A 2 years/bond B 9 years, coupon 7%), given a
fluctuation of capital market yields between 5.07 and 7.67 %. It is possible to
conclude therefrom that a switch from long-term bonds into shorter maturities
will reduce the price risk and thus the interest rate risk, however, in the case
of a normal yield cutve2, at the expense of the yield.
A further essential factor, which
investment dispositions of a life insurance
yield. The company has a vital interest to
investments on a high level, whereby large

must also be considered in the
company, is the so-called running
steadily maintain the returns from
fluctuations are to be avoided.

Since the running yield on investments represents one of the most
significant sales arguments for life insurances, the insurance company takes
2 A normal yield curve is given where short-term capital market yields are below
long-term ones.
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care that their development will always at least closely match the average of
all lift insurance companies.
This may, however, lead to one being forced to invest in long-term bonds
during periods of low long-term yields (in order to keep average yields at a
high level), despite such investments potentially bearing significant interest
rate risks.
Such interest rate risk is to be reduced using the hedging strategies
dcscribcd below, however, given our premise that the investment’s running
yield must not fall below 7 per cent gross p.a. (As a comparison, this
amounted to 7,71 per cent gross on average for all life-insurance companies in
1993. Source:Lcbcnsverband Bonn).
3. Using Derivatives to Hedge the Bond Portfolio
Whilst, in the classic fixed-income investment, a reduction of interest
rate risks can only be achieved through the sale of long-term bonds and the
purchase of shorter maturities, a broad spectrum of individually tailored
yield/risk profiles has been opened up through the application of interest rate
derivatives. It is now possible to analyse and control interest rate risks
separately from the investment itself, without triggering extensive securities
transactions.
Fundamentally, financial innovations in interest rate management can be
subdivided into two basic folms: interest rate forwards (swaps, futures) with
symmetrical risk/reward profiles and options with asymmetrical ones. A
symmetrical risk/reward profile is given where profit and loss potentials for
both counterpartics are exactly identical. On the contrary, options are subject
to an asymmetrical risk/reward profile, i.e. the option buyer’s (option seller’s)
loss potential is limited (not limited) to the option premium, whereas the
option buyer’s (option seller’s) profit potential is unlimited (limited).
Asymmetrical interest rate hedging instruments feature a high degree of
flexibility, allowing an individual structuring of both hedging costs and hedge
level.
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Principally, in the context of hedging operations, attention must be paid to the
parallel development of the hedging instrument and the underlying position. A
perfect correlation is desirable, however, hardly achievable in practiceThe
risk resulting from this fact is referred Loas basis risk.
Due to the fact that, in view of yields, German lift insurers only have
small holdings in German Government Bonds (Bundesanlcihen) which usually
yield about 30 bp below mortgage bonds, derivative products based on thcsc
titles are in our opinion unsuitable for strategic hedging purposes because of
such basis risk.
For this reason, we will refer exclusively to swap and swaption
strategies, since the swap markets arc closely correlated to the mortgage bond
market. As a rule, the yield spread between mortgage bonds and swap rates is
between -10 and +lO bp, outside this spread, arbitrage transactions will be
triggered.
This spread clearly more volatile in the case of a hcdgc using Bund
futures, for example, and was subject to fluctuations between 0 to 50 bp in
the past.Furthermore, only the swap market offers suflicient liquidity (the
volume of all interest rate swaps concluded stood at US$ 4.383 bln. as at
April 1992) compared to the significant bond holdings of life insurance
companies.
The following descriptions of various hedging strategies will be based on
the following initial position on January 5, 1994:
Instrument :
Coupon:
Maturity :

Mortgage bond
7%
January 3,2003

Within the case studies, we will not explicitly deal with balance-sheet
requirements or problems.
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3.1) Plain Vanilla Interest Rate Swap)
In the case of an interest rate swap, two parties arrange to exchange
interest cash flows, which are based on the same nominal amount in the same
currency, for a certain period of time. Normally, this is done to exchange
fixed interest rates for variable ones, which we will assume in the following
examples :
Initial position :

7% mortgage bond, maturing on January 3,2(X)3
Market yield:
622%
10525 S)
(equals a price of
Swap rate:
5.87 %
(equals a present value of
107.73 %)

Objective :

Reduction of the interest rate risk to the one of a lyear investment

On the analysis date (January 5, 1994), the 9-year swap rate traded at
5,87%. The resulting 35 bp difference in yield is due to the fact that the
mortgage bond is quoted above par (yield premium of 15 bp) and an 20 bp
spread between mortgage bond yields and swap rates on this date.
For this reason, we decide, for this example on January 5, 1994, to
conclude the following interest rate swap, where we undertake to pay the
mortgage bond’s 7% coupon annually (30/360) for 9 years and, in return, to
receive 12-month Libor + 1.13%.
On this date, 12-month Libor amounted to 5.19% and has been chosen
becauseof the ability to plan the first year exactly.
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Ipays7 % fixed for 9 years
4

swap
Coun terparty
-

B
pays 12-Mth-Libor +1.13 % for 9 years

I

Insurance
Company

Bond
I

Through this construction, the 9-year bond has been restructured
synthetically into a revolving l-year investment. The return for the first year
has been fixed to 5.19% +1.13% = 6.32 %, for the following years to 12month Libor +1,13%.
On the transaction date, the present value of all future fixed rate
payments and the present value of all future Libor receivables are identicalAs
an alternative to the receipt of 12-month Libor +1,13%, an agreement for
Libor flat is also possible. In this case,however, the present value of the cash
flows payable by ourselves would exceed the present value to be received,
resulting in a single upfront payment by the swap countcrparty (bank)
amounting to about 7,73 % for the purpose of compensation.
The following analysis of interest rate scenarios shows the
corresponding total return (price change + interest rcccived) of the above
swap hedge as well as the position without hedge, in percentage terms during
the first year as at December 30, 1994.
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The graph shows that the hedge using the swap agreement will be
profitable in the case of an interest rate level of above 5.98% at the end of
1994. In the case of an interest rate level below this, not hedging the bond
position would have been more cffcctive.
In the case of changesin interest rate expectations, the concluded interest
rate swap can bc closed out again later at the then current conditions against
receipt or payment of a corresponding compensation cashflow. The amount of
such cashflow is determined from the present value of the diffcrcnce between
the swap fixed rate at the time of conclusion and the swap fixed rate at the
time of close-out of the contract in the future. Subsequently, only the
mortgage bond position will still remain in the portfolio.
Although this strategy looks very interesting in the case of increasing
capital market yields, it will only yield 6,32 % in the First year, instead of the
minimum yield of 7 % p.a. required beforehand.
We will therefore present below a swap construction, which also meets
this criterion.
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3.2 Structured Interest Rate Swap
In 3.1., the life insurance company paid a tixcd rate of 7% to its
countcrparty. In return, it reccivcd 12-month 12-Monats-Libor + 1,13% for 9
years, as compensation for the payment of the higher fixed rate.
Such compensation, however, is also achievable by individually
structuring the Libor payments for the next 9 years within the swap
agrccmcnt.
In the example shown below, we cxpcct rising yields within the next 2
years and intend to hedge against price losses,however without having to give
up a running yield of 7%. WC enter thcrefon: into the following swap
agreement:
pays7 % fixed for 9 years

pays 12-Mth-Libor

+ x % for 9 years

Bond

We arrange the receipt of the following structured interest cashflows
(1Zmonth Libor + x %), respectively against payment of’ 7 % fixed for 9
years in a swap agreement, whereby the interest rate risk is also rcduccd here
to the one of a 1-year investment:
1. to 2. year: 12-month Libor plus 2 %
3. to 5. year: 12-month Libor plus 1.5 %
6. to 9. year: 12-month Libor flat
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Using this structure we succeed in achieving, through the 12-month
Libor fixing on January 5, 1994 at 5.19%, a of 5.19% + 2%= 7.19 % in
1994. In the subsequent years, however, this yield is not fixed but depends
each time on the 12-month Libor rate. Given an expected increase in yields,
however, the next years’ running yields should also be sufticicntly high to
achieve the rcquircd 7 % p.a.
It is essential for swap hedging strategies, however, that a holding out
for the entire lifetime of the contract is usually not intended, i.e. one expects
the receipt of a positive present value from the swap counterparty on the
close-out of the swap agreement, which will equalize the losses on the bond in
the caseof an increase in yields.
In the case of a yield increase from 5.87% to 7% by year-end 1994, the
following results will be achieved approximately:
Jan 3, 1994
Yield Level 5.87 %

Dee 30, 1994
Yield Level 7 %

Market Value
Mortgage

Market Value
Swap
Total Value
Accruedinterest:
(running yield)

12-month Libor + 2% (p.r.t.) = 7.19 %

Accrued interest
without

hedge:

7 % p.a. (=mortgagc bond coupon)

The 7.73 % points loss on the bond caused by rising yields has been
almost equalized by the positive present value of the swap, amounting to 7%.
A complete offset is not possible in this case, since the structured interest rate
swap has a somewhat lower interest rate sensitivity than the 7% bond. Losses
on the bond, however, have been largely avoided.
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There arc thus only negligible additional costs of this strategy in
comparison with the plain-vanilla swap (3.1.), however, thcsc are justified by
the receipt of clearly higher running yields in the first 5 years up to the year
1999 than with the receipt of 12-month Libor flat + I,13 % points.
Should the interest rate expectations switch again to the direction of
falling yields after December 30, 1994 and a hedge of the, by this time, g-year
bond no longer be deemed necessary, the swap agrccmcnt can be closed out
again and the swap’s present value (in this cast approx. 7.0 5%of the nominal
amount) collcctcd as extraordinary income.
If, however, long-term interest rams have fallen contrary to one’s
expectations by Dccembcr 30, 1994, there will bc a negative prcscnt value of
the swap agreement, however largely equalized by the prolit in the bond in
roughly the same amount.
Whereas an exact expectation of intcrcst rate devclopmcnts was required
for the stratcgics shown in 3.1 and 3.2., we would now like to present hedging
strategies which create asymmetrical yield/risk profiles through options
structures.
3.3 Options Strategies Using Swaptions
Option transactions on interest rate swaps, rcfcrred to as swaptions in
short, include rccciver swaptions (call swaptions) and payer swaptions (put
swaptions).
When purchasing a receiver swaption, the buyer acquires, against
payment of the option premium, the right to enter, at the end of the lifetime of
the option, into a lixed/variable interest rate swap as floating-rate payer,
whereby the fixed rate thus received corresponds to a reference rate tixed in
advance. Correspondingly, the seller is obliged, in the case of exercise of the
option by the buyer, to pay the arranged reference rate and to receive Libor in
turn.
When purchasing a payer swaption, the buyer acquires, against payment
of the option premium, the right to enter, at the end of the lifetime of the
option, into a fixed/variable interest rate swap as lixed-rate payer of the
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agreed upon in the contract. Correspondingly, the seller is obliged, in the cast
of exercise of the option by the buyer, to pay Libor and to receive the fixed
reference rate.
3.3.1 Protective Put
In the context of this hedging strategy, the life insurance company buys a
payer swaption, upon exercise of which it has the right to enter, as fixed-rate
payer (as shown in 3. l.), into a swap agreement corresponding to the
mortgage bond to be hedged with regard to the maturity and coupon dates
(7%, 3.1.2003).
In this way, the insurance company is hedged from a yield level which
lies above the reference yield, and will no longer be subject to any price risks.
However, since this represents a strategy which offers the opportunity of
further market profits, yet covers the market risks (asymmetrical), there is the
cost of an insurance premium.
Given a yield strike of 5.87 % (= traded swap rate on January 5, 1994),
the premium for an option expiring on December 22, 1994 amounts to about
2.34 % of the nominal amount3
This will result in the following total returns (price change + interest
received) on the basis of various interest rate scenarios:

3Europeanstyle
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Graph 3:

8.00%

-2.00%
Yield

Running

yield:

Coupon payment:
Option premium (upfront):
Surplus:

+ 7.00 %
.I. 2.34 %
+ 4.66 %

Should the capital market yield rise above 5.87 % by the end of the year,
the insurance company will exercise the option and enter into a swap
agreement analogous to 3.1.‘. In this context, however, the option premium of
2,34% paid upfront must be considered additionally, changing the trucbreakeven to 6.27 %. Only in the case of interest rate lcvcls above this, the
insurance company would bc better off with the option hcdgc thanwith a nonhedge of the bond position. Due to the asymmetrical risk/reward profile,
however, the company would be able to partially participate in market
upmoves.
The price for this hedge, however is comparatively high; in this way, the
hedge causes the running yield to fall to 4.66 %, thus again failing to fulfill
the requirement of a running yield of 7 % p.a. for the insurance company.

4 Alternatively, the present value of the option could be paid out (cash scttlcment).
’ A discounting of the premium has been omitted deliberately.
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3.3.2 Zero Premium Collar
In the caseof this hedging strategy, the life insurance again buys a payer
swaption (as shown in 3.3.1). This is financed, however, by the premium
proceeds from the sale of a receiver swaption. Through the sale of the receiver
swaption, the insurance is obliged, in case of exercise by its counterparty, to
enter as fixed rate payer into a swap agreement, which corresponds with the
mortgage bond regarding both maturity and coupon dates.
Through the purchase of the payer swaption, the insurance company
thcrcfore has the right, but not the obligation to enter into a swap agreement
as fixed-rate payer if the higher yield strike is reached. On the other hand, the
sale of the receiver swaption represents the unconditional obligation to enter
into the swap agreement as fixed-rate payer in the case of the lower yield
strike being reached. No further participation in capital market yields below
the yield strike of the receiver swaption is thus possible, since the market
profits emerging on the mortgage bond will then be neutralized by the
negative present value of the swap agreement.
The exercise yields of the receiver and payer swaptions are fixed in order
for the premium payments to offset each other entirely. The following
example will clarify this:
Initial position:
Buy payer swaption:
Sell receiver swaption:

7 % Mortgage bond, maturing on January 3,2003
Swap rate: 5.87%
Yield strike 6.38%, price 0.88 %
Yield strike 5.74%, price 0.88 %

Underlying swap maturity in both cases:January 3,2003
Option expiry date: December 22, 1994
Objective: Hedging of mortgage bond position without premium payment
This results in the following total return profile (price changes + interest
received):
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Graph 4:
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Should the yield level rise to over 6.38% until Dcccmbcr 22, 1994, the
insurance company will subsequently enter into a swap agreement (as shown
in 3.1) as lixcd-rate payer and receiver of 12-month Libor. In the next years,
the intcrcst payments will amount to 12-month Libor + 0.62 % against the
payment of 7% fixed up to January 3, 2003. Should it not wish to enter into
the swap agrcemcnt, cash settlement is also possible as an altcmative.
However, if the yield level should sink underneath the cxcrcise yield of
the receiver swaption (5.74 %), the insurance company has the obligation to
enter into a swap agreement, again as fixed-rate payer (7%)and receiver of
12-month Libor. In this case, the interest payments will amount to 7% fixed
against 12-month Libor + 1.26% up to January 3,2003.
With the entire structure, the insurance company would have conserved
the opportunity for a participation in further falling capital market yields, in
turn however, the hedge protection only occurs in the case of slightly
increased yields.
The description ,,zero premium collar” (unlike the also frequently used
term ,,zero cost collar“) expresses the fact that, although there is no premium
payment involved, there are opportunity costs involved.
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The hedging costs are subsidized by the sale of the receiver swaption,
simulteanously forfeiting any potential beyond the strike yield (5.74%).
The running yield for this strategy amounts to 7% in the first year; for
the following years, it may become non-predictable because of the potential
entrance into the swap agreement, developing in line with 12-month Libor.
For this reason it should be considered, whether a cash scttlcmcnt or perhaps
also using a structured interest rate swap (as shown in 3.2.) as the basis for
the zero premium collar would bc suitable.
Dcpcnding on the nature of one’s own longer-term interest rate
expectations, the exercise yields (5.74%/6.38%) may be symmetrically shifted
alomost indclinitcly, whereby the tradeoff between risks and rewards is
obvious: the further the payer swaption is out-of-the money (with higher risk
in the case of rising yields), the more participation potential can be kept open,
given neutral premiums. For instance, exercise yields of 5.06% (receiver
swaption) and 7.06 % (payer swaption) would be conceivable as well.
4. Actual Developments in 1994
Now, the actual results of the hedging strategies prescntcd during 1994
will be analyzed.
The year 1994 was characterized by a sharp increase in interest rates on
the international capital markets”. For this reason, the good results achieved
by the hedging strategies are no surprise. During a phase of falling yields, the
results would have turned out to the contrary; the corresponding changes in
risk/reward profilcs have already been shown in the prcccding interest rate
scenario analysts.
The values shown in the following graph were calculated from yields and
volatilities actually traded; they include all accrued interest p.r.t.

6The increasein long-term interestratesin Germany was the highest since 1967.
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The best result is achieved by the hedge using a swap as shown in 3.1.
It must bc taken into account, however, that this hedging strategy will product
bad results during periods of falling interest rates, due to the offset of the
(negative)changc in present value of the swap and the (positive) change in
prcscnt value of the mortgage bond. The return of this strategy is dcpcndcnt
on the development of 12month Libor in all capital market phases.
The second-besthedging strategy was the simple protcctivc put as shown
in 3.3.1., which, in our opinion however, is only appopriatc for a lift
insurance company in scenarios whcrc one cxpccts cxtrcmc interest rate
increases and thus shies away from an immcdiatc entry into a swap.In
addition, the dilemma of a breakdown of the running yield caused by the
payment of the option premium must be taken into account.
This shows clearly that asymmetrical risk/reward structures are
associated with high costs, particularly when applied regularly within the
context of portfolio insurance.
The zero premium collar hedge has only achieved a mediocre result of
2.31%, however still faring cuts much better than the unhcdged mortgage
bond position (-5.53%).
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This type of hedging strategy is particularly suitable for market phases
where the insurance company has only an unclear opinion about future
developments, yet looks to already protect itself upfront against unexpectedly
severe negative market developments in a cost- and liquidity-efficient manner.
5) Conclusion
The present article intends to demonstrate that, using derivative
products, Lhcrc arc hedging opportunities available which arc impossible to
create with traditional investments.
Undoubtedly, there is a number of aspects advocating a passive ,,buy
and hold strategy“ like, for example, the fact that fixed-income securities arc
generally held until final maturity and any profits/losses are therefon: only on
a temporary basis. We think, however, that an active management of bond
investments including hedging operations using dcrivalivc instruments, will
result in an increase of long-term returns.
For the selection of appropriate hedging instruments, advantages and
disadvantages must be considered. In particular, the most obvious negative
aspect is the - at least short-term - reduction of the running yield as a result of
hedging operations and the costs associated. On the other hand, there is an
advantage in write-down costsusually being significantly reduced.
From our point of view, hedges using straight puts arc unsuitable due to
the high premium payment and the consequently negative effect on the
running yield. Using structured interest rate swaps or zero premium collars
for hedging purposes in order to ensure the continuity of a high running yield
is more appropriate.
Zero premium collar strategies, however, should only bc entered into
when yields have already fallen significantly and are close to their forecast
low. Otherwise, any participation in further falling yields would be given up
too early, and a decline of the running yield due to a longer than planned
synthetic exposure to 12-month Libor would occur.
However, it is generally apparent that the very specific individual
hedging requirements of a life insurance company can be fullillcd completely
using derivative products.
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